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result there has aradualh accumulated a body of experience upon which Basis of
are based certain conclusions arid counsels that have come to be named.
somewhat loosen, medical ethfcs and etiquette. The term has an impos-
ing quality and in ihe popular judgement ij> often ghen a significance
and severity that it does not actuallj po^e^. The suggestion in this
mistaken interpretation is that in order to maintain a professional
status and a corporate loyalty doctors accept and appl} a formal and
rigid code which puts the interests of the profession, real or supposed,
in the first place, and the interests of the public, or e\en of the patient,
at a subordinate le\el. To the medical reader such a proposition is little
short of an absurdity. The fancied formalities and regulations, imposed
by authority and claiming penalties for their neglect, simply do not
exist. In the nature of things there are customs and fashions which are
seemly among those engaged in one and the same profession and well
aware, as outsiders cannot be, of the special difficulties which attend
their common occupation. But in no degree or instance are these Governing
observances prior either to the welfare of the individual patient or to
the general interest of the community. On the contrary, the first and code
commanding article in the professional code Is recognition of responsi-
bility to the patient, and no demand or influence or consideration can
take precedence of this duty. Between members of the same profession
there will, of course, be cultivated the ordinary* courtesies of civilized
society and some measure of a good fellowship born of common
sympathies and an experience of common difficulties. Nor is this
position impaired by a degree of healthy and not ungenerous rivalry,
which, indeed, is to the advantage alike both of the public and the
profession. Quite emphatically, however, medical practitioners are not
mere students of popular favour and commercial success. Rather are
they engaged in a serious profession which finds its justification in the
service of sick folk and in the promotion of personal and communal
health. Although in the pursuit of these ends medical practitioners have,
and justifiably, their own methods of procedure, they are neither bound
nor compelled by any ritual or regulation which prevents them as free
men from the endeavour to meet the needs of those who in full con-
fidence apply to them for assistance and advice.
To state these propositions is to recognize that professional activities Medical
and fashions, as included in the claim of social service, must be prepared ea^^ubli
to make their plea in the court of public opinion; and indeed, to this opinion
tribunal the profession and its ways are often summoned, whether the
doctors like it or not. It follows that every member of the profession
should be prepared to present an effective justification of professional
procedure, whether this be regarded as a mere domestic custom or as an
expression of general policy. Chapters and indeed volumes have been
written on the subject of medical ethics, but none of these fails to
emphasize what is here stated, namely, that the claim of the patient is
always the first consideration and that medical policy is consistently
and steadily directed to the interests and well-being of the community.

